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Branch
           ..............................................................................
  .......................................................	  .....................
on 
EXPORT COLLECTION ORDER
No..................................................(to be filled by the Bank)
EXPORT COLLECTION
Contract no.
......................................................................
Goods: (provide an abbreviated description, in accordance with Drawer’s operation profile) 
	                                 ......................................... ...................................................................................... ......................................................................................
Drawer: (company full name and address, legal form and address of the registered office or place of business)
...................................................................................... ......................................................................................
NIP (tax ID):
        ...................................................................
(if there is no tax ID: country of registration, name of commercial register, registration number and date)
...................................................................................... ......................................................................................
Contact person
                     .................................................................
phone
                     .................................................................
Special instructions
Number
Type of document
For the amount of
upon collection of the amount of
upon acceptance of the bill of exchange*)
We request you to deliver the documents to the company (Payee  name and address)
other conditions
(currency)
(amount)
Collection payable: (specify the tenor)
through the agency of the bank: (name of the collecting bank)
Drawer authorizes the collecting bank to transfer the rights from the transport document  (     draw up assignment or 
     by endorsement) attached to the collection,*)  at the cost and risk of the Drawer.
In the case of the documents being unpaid  or the bill of exchange being not accepted the collecting bank should state the reason
by swift/               letter         fax*)
In the case when: the bill of exchange has not been accepted we ask you to        protest                   do not protest*),
                  the bill of exchange is not paid at maturity we ask you to         protest                   do not protest*).
The costs of mBank S.A. are borne by                Drawer            Drawee*),
The costs of the collecing bank are borne by      Drawee           Drawer*).
In the case when the Drawee refuses to pay the costs the collecting bank         do not release the documents     may be waived*)
We ask you to send the documents at our expense,      including the original bill of lading       bill of exchange*):
by courier arranged by the Bank	               in one mail,       	          in two mails,
by registered letter                                          in one mail,	          in two mails
by priority registered letter                              in one mail,	          in two mails
  						                                            ........................................................ ..................................................................................................................................................................................
  						           ......................................................................................... ...................................................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
In the case of difficulties with handling of the collection notify
              .............................................................................................
With     the amount      equivalent of the amount*)of the collection we ask you to credit our account no.
Commissions, fees and other costs are payable by debiting the account no.
.....................................................................................
.....................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................
/company stamp and signatures of the persons authorised to make declarations of will regarding proprietary rights and obligations on behalf of the Drawer/
__________________________________________
*) delete as appropriate or mark the correct box
9.0.0.0.20091029.1.612548.606130
The Bank communicates the Drawer’s instructions authorising the collecting bank to transfer the rights from the bill of lading (assignment or by endorsement) enclosed with the collection, if the document so requires, without the Bank's liability, at the risk and cost of the Drawer - the Drawer is liable for the payment to the foreign bank which has transferred the rights from the bill of lading, of all the incurred costs and losses, and commissions and banking fees, if the Drawee evades their payment.
The collection order should be placed by the Drawer at mBank S.A. (the Bank) well in advance, so that the Bank would handle it in due time. The collection order should be drawn up in an accurate manner and not raising doubts, it should contain all the necessary instructions needed for its correct handling; otherwise the Bank does not bear responsibility for any consequences that may arise. The documents mentioned in the order should be enclosed thereto. Changes to the collection order, if any, should be communicated in writing.
Accuracy of the instruction
Disclaimer for documents
Disclaimer for goods
Collecting bank
3.
8.
9.
13.
10.
11.
12.
14.
15.
17.
1.
2.
4.
5.
6.
7.
16.
18.
GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF HANDLING AN EXPORT COLLECTION
The Bank does not assume any obligation nor is liable for the fate of the goods or state of the goods or action or negligence on the side of the third party, who has been entrusted with the custody and insurance of the goods.
The Bank is not obliged to take any action related to insurance and storage of the goods. In exceptional cases, when according to the Bank its correspondents may undertake to take such actions, the Bank upon the explicit instruction of the Drawer, contained in the "special instructions" column and bearing the clause authorizing the Bank to automatically debit the account of the Drawer with the costs incurred in this respect the Bank may request its correspondents to take such actions at the risk, cost and responsibility of the Drawer. The Bank reserves that in such cases it is not liable for refusal, lack or consequences of the actions of its correspondent and spedition instutions, storage institutions etc.
The goods should not be sent to the address of the Bank or entrusted to the Bank, or at the request of the Bank, without the prior consent from the Bank.
The Bank does not assume any obligation nor liability for the form, sufficiency, accuracy, authenticity, falsification or legal effectiveness of any document/any documents, neither for the general or detailed conditions mentioned in the documents imposed thereon, nor it assumes any obligation and liability for description, weight, number, quality, status, packaging, delivery, value or existence of the goods represented by the document/documents, nor for the good faith or action or negligence, solvency, performance or standing of the supplier, carriers, forwarder, consignees or insurers of the goods or any other persons.
The Bank sends commercial documents for collection in such a form, in which the Bank received them from the Drawer, without further check, unless it has received other instructions. The Bank does not assume liability for genuineness of any signature or for authorizations of any signatories to sign bills of exchange, acknowledgement or other documents.
Foreign collecting banks are not obliged to recognize instructions of the Drawer's agent or other third parties.
The Bank will not hand over the documents and will not be liable for any consequences that may arise as a result of the delays in delivery of the documents if the Drawee refuses to pay the interest, costs or commissions, which cannot be waived.
The Bank making use of the services of other bank or other banks to execute the collection order does so at the cost and risk of the Drawer, even when the bank has been chosen on the initiative of the Bank. The Bank is not liable for a delay in delivery of the documents, when the order contains an instruction not allowing for handing over the documents to the Drawee by a foreign bank without payment of commissions and banking fees or interest, and the Drawee refuses to pay them.  
If the Drawer has indicated that the Drawee is billed for the commissions and costs due to the Bank and/or the collecting bank, but the Drawer has not made the delivery of the documents conditional upon their coverage, the collecting bank may hand over the documents to the Drawee against the payment of the collection amount even when the Drawee has refused to pay the commission and costs, in such a case the unpaid commissions and costs will be deducted by the collecting bank from the collected amount.
If the Drawer does not indicate the bank which is to undertake the collection activities abroad, the Bank when choosing such bank shall take all reasonable endeavours, however, it is not liable and takes no risk for the activities and the forbearance of the bank, its authorities and proxies, and the risk is taken by the Drawer.
The Drawer should provide the date of the collection payment and give the Bank detailed instruction on the documents in case of a failure to meet that deadline or a refusal to pay the collection. By indicating the bank which is to undertake the collection activities abroad, the Drawer assumes sole liability and the risk for the undertaking of that bank.
The Bank handles the export collection order under the "Uniform Rules for Collections”, 1995 Revision, ICC Publication No. 522).
The Bank implements the anti-money laundering and terrorism financing programme. The internal regulations arising out of the external regulations impose the obligation to verify the bank with which the Bank plans to establish cooperation in respect of the collection. The necessity of verifying the bank may lead to delays in execution of the transaction and even may freeze it. The Bank will not be liable for delays in the shipment of the collection caused by the necessity of verifying the bank. To eliminate the delays in the handling of the collection the Bank recommends that, upon arrangements made with the Drawee (contractor), the Drawer entrust  handling of the collection to the correspondent bank of the Bank, based on the list obtained from the Bank or upon arrangements made with the Bank.
The Bank is not obliged to handle the collection  nor any collection order instruction or other further instructions related thereto.
The Bank does not assume any obligation nor any liability for the consequences of discontinuity of operations caused by the Acts of God, riots, civil commotions, insurrections, wars, strikes or other reasons beyond the reasonable control of banks.
The Bank is not liable for the delays caused by the necessity of obtaining explanation of the unclear instructions provided by the Drawer in the order.
Disclaimer for delay, loss of documents
The Bank does not assume any obligation nor is liable for the consequence of the delay or loss of any advices, letters, documents during their handing them over nor for the delay, distortions or other errors made during the delivery by means of any telecommunications media or for the errors in translation and/or interpretation of technical terms.
Disclaimer for the actions taken by the instructed party
Banking commissions and fees and other costs
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
The Bank is released from any liability for the loss incurred by the Drawer as a result of the correct execution of this Order, unless the loss was due to the intentional fault of the Bank.
If the Bank does not receive payment in respect of the collection within 90 days from the expiry of the payment deadline, and in the case of the collection at sight within 120 days from the date of collection notice, the Bank takes action aimed at return of the unpaid documents on the account and at risk of the Drawer, unless the Drawer gives the Bank new instructions.
The Drawer giving the instructions to the Bank on the collection will be obliged to and liable for compensating the Bank for any obligations and liability imposed by foreign laws and usage forthwith upon receipt of the call for their payment. The Drawer is obliged to pay the banking commissions and fees for the actions taken at the Bank and at the foreign bank which were to the paid by the Drawee, and the Drawee refused to pay for them, forthwith upon receipt of the call for their payment.
The Drawer of the collection who has given the instruction to protest at the bill of exchange undertakes to cover such costs forthwith upon receipt of the call for their payment.
The Bank charges fees and commissions for the collection service as per the applicable “Tariff of banking fee and commissions of mBank for SME and Corporates”. To calculate the equivalent of the collection amount the Bank uses the buy exchange rate as per the “mBank S.A. Exchange Rates”. The Bank reserves the right to receive payment of costs and commissions from the party from which it has received the instruction to cover the costs related to following any instructions and making the following of such instructions conditional upon receipt of such payment. 
The Bank does not assume any obligation nor is liable for failure to comply with or incorrect following of the collection instruction by the foreign bank to which the collection documents will be sent by the Bank, even if the Bank itself has made such choice of the bank.
The Bank making use of the services of other banks, to comply with the instructions of the Drawer does so on the account and risk of the Drawer.
The Bank while sending the documents including bills of exchange for collection, or returning the documents including bills of exchange to the Drawer makes use of the services of the courier (arranged by the Bank) or a regular registered mail. The Drawer represents and acknowledges that the courier/post office does not render the services of transport of securities and hence the documents may be sent by the Bank through the agency of the courier/post office only as regular courier/post office mail i.e. without indicating the value and within the scope of liability of the courier (in the case of non-performance or incorrect performance of the transport agreement) provided for regular courier/post office mail. The Drawer approves any risk related to the manner of sending the documents and releases the Bank from the liability in respect of the choice of the courier, non-performance or incorrect performance of the transport agreement by the courier/post office.
Processing of Personal Data
The Bank acts as personal data controller of the Drawer and their representatives.
28. 
In order to conclude and perform the Agreement, the Bank processes personal data of the Drawer and their representatives. The provision of personal data is necessary for the conclusion and performance of the Agreement.
29. 
30. 
The Bank processes personal data of the Drawer and their representatives also:
for the purposes of banking activity, i.e. for the purposes of assessing creditworthiness and analysing credit risk, for statistical and analytical purposes, for the purposes of assessing and monitoring operational risk, handling complaints, asserting claims, preventing fraud, performing obligations arising out of the applicable law, in particular AML, FATCA, CRS, MIFID and archiving,
1/
2/
in order to provide the Drawer with marketing materials concerning own services and products of the Bank and subsidiaries of the Bank’s Group. The list of mBank Group subsidiaries is available at www.mbank.pl.
31. 
The Bank processes personal data of the Drawer and their representatives for the period necessary to conclude and perform an Agreement, and then for the period of ten years calculated from the date of the Agreement termination or for another period being the prescription period of possible claims. After the lapse of the above time limits, the Bank shall anonymise the personal data.
32. 
The Drawer and their representatives:
have the right to access and correct their data, as well as to transfer them; and
1/
2/
may demand that the data be deleted or limited, or may object to their processing.
An employee of the Bank holds the function of the Inspector General for the Protection of Personal Data. S/he may be contacted at the following e-mail address: Inspektordanychosobowych@mbank.pl
33. 
34. 
Detailed information concerning the principles and procedure for processing personal data by the Bank is specified in the GDPR package available at: www.mbank.pl/pdf/rodo/gdpr-package.pdf.
The President of the Personal Data Protection Office acts as the supervisory authority in terms of protection of personal data and the Drawer and their representatives have to right to lodge a complaint to him/her.
35. 
Additional Information
36. 
The Bank announces that:
execution of foreign transfers via SWIFT (Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications) may result in the government of the United States of America having access to the personal data of the Drawer and their representatives. The American authorities have undertaken to use the personal data only for the purpose of counteracting terrorism, respecting the guarantees provided for in the European system of personal data protection,
1/
2/
data, including personal data, of the Drawer and their representatives may be disclosed to entities entrusted by the Bank with data processing for the purpose of the performance of agreements on rendering services for the benefit of the Bank.
37. 
The Bank has the right to provide data on liabilities arising from the Agreement, including the Drawer’s personal data, to:
Banking Register System (“BR”) – a database managed by the Polish Bank Association with its registered office in Warsaw, operating pursuant to the Banking Law Act of 29 August 1997,
1/
2/
Biuro Informacjii Kredytowej S.A. (Credit Information Bureau, “BIK”) with its registered office in Warsaw, operating pursuant to the Banking Law Act of 29 August 1997,
3/
business information bureaus operating on the basis of the Act on the Provision of Business Information and Exchange of Business Data of 9 April 2010, if:
a/
the overall amount of liabilities to the Bank is at least PLN 500,
b/
the payment or payments are at least 30 days due and payable,
c/
at least one month has passed since the Bank transmitting the data and being the creditor sent a request for payment, warning the Drawer of its intention to transmit the data to a bureau, including the bureau's registered business name and address of its registered office, by registered mail to the correspondence address specified by the Drawer, and if the Drawer has not specified such an address, to the address of the Drawer’s registered office.
38. 
The Drawer’s data, including personal data, collected in BR and BIK may be disclosed to:
other banks,
1/
2/
financial institutions operating as subsidiaries of banks within the meaning of the Banking Law Act of 29 August 1997,
3/
other entities having statutory authorizations – subject to the terms and conditions laid down in the Banking Law Act of 29 August 1997, 
4/
business information bureaus operating under the Act on Disclosure of Business Information and Exchange of Business Data of 9 April 2010, within the scope and on the terms specified in the aforesaid Act.
We represent, acknowledge and approve the terms and conditions mentioned above under which mBank S.A.(Bank) executes the orders relating to shipment of documents/bills of exchange in respect of the collection.
Data  identifying the persons who sign the Order on behalf of the Drawer – to be completed  if the Drawer has never entered  any business relationship with the Bank.
Name and surname:
Citizenship:
Personal ID (type, code, number):
Termin ważnośći dokumentu:
Number PESEL or date and state of birth
– if there is no PESEL:
Name and surname:
Citizenship:
Personal ID (type, code, number):
Termin ważnośći dokumentu:
Number PESEL or date and state of birth
– if there is no PESEL:
...........................................................................................................................
/company stamp and signatures of the persons authorised to make declarations of will regarding proprietary rights and obligations on behalf of the Drawer/
TO BE FILLED BY THE BANK
Description
Comments and notes 
Date
Signature,
Stamp 
Submission of the Collection Order
Time:
ID of Signatory / Signatories signed on  on Collection Order
Vertification of signatures
Formal check of the Order:
(Goods conform to
Drawer’s operation profile /Concession granted; Name and number of the documents enclosed with the collection consistent with the number declared in the order)
Verification of the goods against the declared business operation of the Drawer
mBank S.A., ul. Senatorska 18, 00-950 Warszawa, entered in the commercial register of the National Court Register kept by the District Court for the Capital City of Warsaw, 12th
Commercial Division, under KRS 0000025237, Tax Identification Number (NIP): 526-021-50-88, with its fully paid-up share capital amounting to PLN 169,347,928
as at 1 January 2019.
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